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RISK WARNING
Investments and income arising from
them can fall as well as rise in value.
Past performance and forecasts are not
reliable indicators of future results and
performance. There is an extra risk of
losing money when shares are bought
in some smaller companies. Redmayne
Bentley has taken steps to ensure the
accuracy of the information provided.
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This month’s issue was a real headscratcher at Redmayne Bentley
HQ. We don’t want to become a current affairs magazine but
sometimes matters, such as a war, give us little choice but to
address the potential consequences. Our aim in normal times
is to provide you with a glimpse into long-term themes and trends,
while giving you a point of access to invest. That is not to say we
aren’t mindful of current affairs, but there is the risk of whatever
we say becoming out of date when the situation is so fluid and fast
moving. Furthermore, this publication is designed to highlight
opportunities, and to be opportune at a time of deadly conflict is
little short of crass. Without being opportunist, there are certainly
assets to protect your portfolio in times of market stress (See:
Chinese Government Bonds: An Alternative Safe Haven?)
Nonetheless, the tragedy unfolding in Ukraine and its impact on
financial markets is too big to ignore, and the next few pages will
look to navigate the noise and focus on the impact to our investment
thesis. Ultimately, we view investing through the lens of a five yearplus strategy, so be mindful that our thoughts will reflect that. If
nothing else, we feel there are enough headlines out there to give
you a short-term picture of the effects this current war is having on
energy prices, inflation, and recessionary concerns, but what about
beyond that (See: Has Russia Inadvertently Sped Up the Shift to
Renewables?)
As a starting point, we wanted to address the recent portfolio
falls and their endurance on portfolios. It is perhaps the biggest
concern to investors at the moment and our best view is to assess the
precedents that have led to this point. Unsurprisingly to us, the data
demonstrates an extreme resilience in markets when faced with such
a crisis (See: Conflicts and Markets). Yes, uncertainty does ignite
volatility and sharp falls in the immediate threat of conflict, but over
time average returns have found their way back to trend.
But this time it’s different, right? In many ways that phrase is a fair
challenge. Not least, we are just beginning to emerge from a global
pandemic and an unprecedented and sustained level of monetary and
fiscal stimuli from governments to keep the global economy afloat.
These factors, coupled with a bottleneck of supply chain shortages,
have created a highly inflationary environment (even before the
conflict began). This does create a real conundrum for central banks;
they are torn with the choice of taming inflation by raising interest
rates, but also run the risk collapsing economic growth in the process
(See: Monetary Policy: The Imperfect Storm). Perhaps the war
gives more credence for them to let inflation run a little hotter in the
meantime (holding off on aggressive rate hikes) to save the economy.
The theory tells us this is ultimately positive for markets.
On a final note, the events unfolding in Ukraine are deeply
concerning and our continued thoughts are with those impacted by
this conflict, some of whom are our clients and our employees. From
an investment point of view, we stand firmly by our philosophy of
time in the market, rather than timing the market, which has served
investors extremely well over the long term.
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STOCK FOCUS
CHINESE GOVERNMENT BONDS:
AN ALTERNATIVE SAFE HAVEN?
HARVEY EAST | INVESTMENT EXECUTIVE

2022 has so far proved difficult to navigate. The turn
of the year brought with it multi-decade-high inflation
figures stoking fears that a significant tightening of
central bank liquidity was imminent, leading to a strong
sell-off across growth markets with the tech-heavy
Nasdaq crashing 14% in January alone. Just as investors
began to come to terms with a tightening of financial
conditions, as markets priced in six interest rate hikes
for 2022, Russian troops stormed across the Ukrainian
border. The economic sanctions that followed have
created a confusing environment for investors. The
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abandonment of Nord Stream 2 and curbs against the
purchase of Russian oil have led to a European energy
crisis with rapidly rising costs further intensifying
inflationary pressures globally. For some, this further
strengthens the case for a tightening of liquidity to
prevent inflation from becoming embedded into longterm expectations. For others, the deflationary impact of
a pull-back in global trade means that a tightening of any
financial conditions should be paused to avoid plunging
economies into stagnation.
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During times of uncertainty, investors have always flocked to
safe-haven assets with the two most common choices, Gold
and US Government Bonds, often taking centre stage. The
yellow metal is viewed by many as the ultimate store of value
during periods of market stress and when inflation bites. The
US Dollar price per ounce has rallied 5.5% year-to-date,
providing investors with adequate protection against tumbling
equity markets. The HANetf Royal Mint Physical Gold
ETC aims to track the spot price of physical gold and has
returned 8.29% over the same period, additionally benefiting
from a strengthening of the US Dollar against the Pound.
The performance of US Government Bonds has been mixed.
Returns have varied across the curve as investors have found
protection at the short end but have been punished at the long
end. The iShares USD Treasury Bond 1–3-year ETF has
delivered 3.11% over the past month whereas the iShares USD
Treasury Bond 20+ years ETF has lost 2.52% over the same
period. This divergence is likely explained through the longdated instrument’s greater sensitivity to interest rates.

“As always, investments in
the Chinese economy are
not without risk. By design,
China’s capital markets are
not purely market-driven and
thus investors need to remain
vigilant.”
Looking beyond the events of the past month, investors are
increasingly questioning the effectiveness of US Government
Bonds and other developed market government bonds as safehaven assets. Over a decade of extreme monetary policy has
resulted in a dreary backdrop of low or even negative-yielding
government bonds and the coordinated nature of quantitative
easing (QE) programs has also increased correlations between
countries, making it more difficult for investors to diversify
risk. No doubt developed market government bonds will
always retain a place within diversified portfolios, but extreme
events of recent times have presented an alternative option for
investors in the form of Chinese Government Bonds (CGBs)
that could partner a traditional safe-haven allocation.
Historically, CGBs would typically be categorised as emerging
market government debt rewarding investors with superior
yields at the cost of volatility and greater risk of default. Such
categorisation may no longer be justified. In recent times,
CGBs have continued to provide a yield that is elevated when
compared to developed market government debt but with lower
levels of volatility relative to their emerging market equivalents.
In addition, China has demonstrated both a strong ability and
capacity to service its debt. China remains a net creditor to the
rest of the world with a significant net foreign asset position,
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such creditworthiness is reflected in the country’s A+ credit
rating, sitting only two ratings behind the UK Government.
This divergence in yield partnered with lower relative levels
of volatility creates an attractive risk-adjusted return profile.
Since the initial onset of the COVID-19 pandemic two years
ago, CGBs have gained 20%, providing similar returns to
Gold with lower levels of volatility while comparable US
Government Bonds have lost 5% over the same period. CGBs
have also provided investors shelter during recent market
turbulence. The iShares China CNY Bond UCITS ETF
provides diversified exposure to CGBs and has returned 3.28%
over the past month, a return profile similar to that of shortdated US treasuries.
China’s currency, the Renminbi, also appears to be
strengthening its position on the global stage. The Chinese
Communist Party has set a goal to increase the stability of
the currency through increasing its use in international trade
and store of value within international capital markets. The
currency has held firm since the invasion of Ukraine, briefly
touching a four-year high against the Dollar, and there is
increasing evidence of the Renminbi’s strengthening position
within global trade with reports that Saudi Arabia is in active
talks with China to begin to price a portion of oil sales in the
currency.
As always, investments in the Chinese economy are not
without risk. By design, China’s capital markets are not purely
market-driven and thus investors need to remain vigilant.
However, as the Chinese economy transitions from an exportdriven economy to one focused upon domestic consumption,
there will be an increasing desire for foreign ownership within
capital markets to make up the current account shortfall from
reduced exports.
A factor that cannot be ignored is China’s low environmental,
social and governance (ESG) score due to its poor human
rights record, elevated levels of corruption and high levels of
pollution. While policymakers have made progress within
this area, until significant improvement is made, CGB’s are
unlikely to be appropriate for ethically-minded investors.
The volatility markets have experienced in recent times has
delivered a timely reminder to investors of the importance
of holding insurance within portfolios. The tried and tested
methods of the past continue to deliver but policy choices of
the last decade may have reduced their relative effectiveness.
By incorporating CGBs investors gain an alternative haven
that delivers a robust return profile largely uncorrelated to
traditional options.

Please note that this communication is for information only
and does not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell the
shares of the investments mentioned.
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INSIGHT
CONFLICT AND MARKETS
BEN STANIFORTH | RESEARCH ANALYST

Financial markets can fall for a variety of reasons:
financial distress, tightening of economic policy and
market bubbles, amongst others. War, however, often
stokes the most panic. The threat of world war and
mutually assured destruction would unsurprisingly
weigh heavily on investors’ minds, but this instantaneous
response is often superseded by a general recognition that
in the long-term, businesses will prevail and markets will
rise accordingly.
You would imagine during times of conflict that returns
would suffer at the hands of heightened risk, however, the
data actually paints a different picture. Risk across large and
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small cap stocks, as well as bond, credit and cash markets,
actually fell during times of war (looking at the period four
months before conflict to the end of the conflict, across WW2
and the Korean, Vietnam and Gulf wars) and returns slightly
improved across equity markets, an outstanding statistic given
the heightened level of uncertainty that conflict presents.
This is not to say that markets do not suffer during times of
war, in fact, the initial reaction tends to be swift and sharp
with an average fall of -14.8% (WW2, Korean War, Vietnam
War, Cuban Missile Crisis, Iraq Wars One and Two) lasting
between five days and 36 months. Just six months after
the S&P500 reaches its lowest point during the conflict,
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Market performance during times of war
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Source: CFS: https://blogs.cfainstitute.org/investor/2017/08/29/u-s-capital-market-returns-during-periods-of-war/

however, the average return reaches 26.4%, rising to 38.6%
after 12 months. Markets, therefore, seem to almost accept
the situation and, after initial downward pressure, look to an
eventual resolution and the inevitable economic boom that
follows.
This is principally due to the realisation that previous
experiences have indicated that conflicts often lack significant
impact on western economies and the fundamentals of the
companies that operate within their borders. The S&P500
actually registered a gain of 37.3% over the course of World
War Two, one of the deadliest and most widespread conflicts
the world has ever seen, and while the initial reaction was
overwhelmingly negative, from its lowest point in April of 1942
it rose almost continuously until the end of the war. This will
provide some much-needed reassurance to investors who may
have suffered losses across their portfolios since the start of
this year, especially given that the West is highly unlikely to
enter such a conflict and that many of its businesses are likely
to remain relatively unaffected.
Conflicts, of course, cause significant disruption to monetary
policy and force policy makers to rethink their assumptions
and outlook for inflation and interest rates. By the very nature
of the location of many conflicts (oil producing regions such
as Kuwait, Iraq and, more recently, Russia) energy and
commodity prices tend to rise during such times. As such,
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inflation often remains relatively elevated as higher energy
prices offset dampened consumer spending and general
economic growth. This typically leads to speculation of
‘stagflation’, a phenomenon whereby inflation remains high
and economic growth remains stagnant, a less than ideal
scenario for many asset classes.
However, as inflation eventually tails off (in many cases
thanks to interest rate reductions) markets become ever
more confident that a resolution will be found and that the
environment is well suited to businesses and investment. This
then creates the upward trajectory of the ‘V’ pattern often
formed during periods of war, whereby traders start to turn
optimistic and increasingly look at the long-term potential that
markets can deliver.
The key, yet again, is to remain diversified. An investor with
exposure to property, bonds, multi-asset funds and other low
risk asset classes, will likely experience much lower drawdowns
in the case of market turbulence (including war) than an
investor fully allocated towards equities. Retaining a portion
of equity exposure, however, will often help the investor’s
portfolio to capture much of the upside when markets
eventually rebound. Retaining a diversified allocation of assets
will help to smooth out returns across a long period of time,
instead of creating a ‘V’ pattern during times of stress.
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TODAY

Our hands-on, active approach to investing makes
delivering a truly diversified discretionary portfolio
a reality. We use a multi-asset class mix to achieve
the right balance for you, allowing you to relax in
the knowledge your portfolio is in expert hands.

You can benefit from the
expertise of our professional
investment managers while
tracking your portfolio
online at any time of day.

Minimum
Deposit
£20,000

With our MPS you can apply online for an
account today and receive your recommended
investment strategy instantly.
CLICK NOW to start a new investment journey.
*Invested in our Moderate MPS portfolio at inception in May 2019 and correct to 31.12.2021
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Investments and income arising from them can fall as well as rise in value. Past performance
and forecasts are not reliable indicators of future results and performance.
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TOPIC OF THE
MONTH
KYIV OR KIEV? A HISTORY OF
UKRAINE AND RUSSIA
ANDREW RHODES | MARKETING

A residential building damaged by aircraft in the Ukrainian capital Kyiv, 25th February 2022

To say that Ukraine and Russia have endured turbulent
pasts would be a dramatic understatement. From two
World Wars, civil wars, the Cold War, the dissolution of
the Soviet Union and now the invasion of the former by
the latter, Ukraine and Russia have known conflict for
much of the past century and far beyond.
This latest conflict, which began in the early hours of 24th
February, has brought the two countries’ shared histories and
divided futures into the global spotlight. The war has also,
perhaps ironically, popularised the Ukrainian spelling of
the country’s capital city, Kyiv, over the previously common
Soviet-era spelling, Kiev.
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Since the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, Ukraine has
followed its own path. The country stepped out from behind
the Iron Curtain and became a sovereign, democratic nation.
However, that path has been far from smooth. Under Ukraine’s
first democratically elected President, Leonid Kravchuk, the
economy shrunk by 9.7% -22.7% per year between 1991 and
1996 due to hyperinflation and production decline, while GDP
almost halved between 1990 and 1994; it wasn’t until 2000
that Ukraine saw its first year of economic growth. Kravchuk’s
successor, Leonid Kuchma, became embroiled in a number
of corruption scandals, while Viktor Yanukovych, President
from February 2010, stood accused of abandoning ties with
the West and the European Union in favour of pursuing closer
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relations with Russia. More recently, tensions have escalated
after Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014 and its alleged
role in backing pro-Russian separatists in the conflict in the
Donbas and Luhansk regions of Ukraine, which the Kremlin
now recognise as independent states.
The threat of the current war has been growing since that
annexation and the subsequent conflict in eastern Ukraine.
However, President Putin’s suggested motive for invading
Ukraine goes back nearly three decades. Ukraine has openly
expressed its desire to align itself more closely with its
western neighbours since the 1990s. Its aspirations of joining
the European Union (EU) and the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation (NATO) would increase the country’s security
in the face of external threats and allow it to join a host of EU
programmes.
However, Ukraine’s membership of NATO and the EU would
mean concrete ties with many of its western neighbours,
including the US, something which the Kremlin sees as a
considerable threat to its national security, sphere of influence
and its borders. In December, President Putin said Russia
would seek “reliable and strong long-term security guarantees”
from the US and its allies “that would exclude any further
NATO move eastward.” Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky has now said that the country’s citizens should accept
that it will not join NATO.
However, some commentators and news outlets have suggested
that the origins of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine goes back
further, with President Putin previously describing the collapse
of the Soviet Union as the “disintegration of historical Russia.”
Putin, a former KGB operative, said in a television address
earlier this year that “Ukraine is an inalienable part of our own
history, culture and spiritual space. These are our comrades,
those dearest to us,” while Vladislav Surkov, Mr Putin’s righthand man, said in a 2020 interview that “there is no Ukraine.”

1943-44

Soviet Army retakes
Ukraine from Germany.

There are, then, multiple ways in which the Kremlin seeks to
justify its “special operation” in Ukraine to the Russian people.
Although the West, most notably NATO, is unable to put boots
on the ground without causing a further escalation of tensions,
a host of countries, alongside the EU, have imposed a number
of economic sanctions on Russia. Seeking to cripple the
Russian economy, measures from the West include sanctions
on political individuals and wealthy oligarchs including
Vladimir Putin himself and Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, as
well as the high-profile sanctions imposed on Chelsea Football
Club owner Roman Abramovich which have put the club’s
future in serious doubt. Sanctions have also hit the heart of the
Russian economy, with imports of Russian gas and oil being
banned by a number of countries; some nations have frozen
the assets of Russia’s central bank, freezing its £470bn of
foreign currency reserves, while some Russian banks are being
removed from the Swift international payment system which is
used to transfer money across borders.
A growing number of international companies have suspended
their operations in Russia, including McDonalds, Coca-Cola
and Starbucks. As the West seeks to strangle the Russian
economy in a bid to convince President Putin to lay down his
arms, President Zelensky has become a household name for his
unwavering commitment to his country and its people in the
hardest of times.
This latest conflict has been branded by many as a personal
crusade by President Putin, one born out of bitterness with
the aim of reclaiming territory his predecessors lost in the
dissolution of the Soviet Union. Of course, this is just one way
of looking at this war, with Putin seeking to halt the eastward
expansion of the NATO bloc being another.
Whatever his reason for invading Ukraine, a sovereign,
democratic nation, the true economic, social and, most
importantly, human impact of this war is yet to be felt.

1986

2008

Chernobyl nuclear
disaster.

Russia invades Georgia.

1939

Germany and Russia sign
Molotov-Ribbentrop pact.

1941

Germany invades
Soviet Union.

TIMELINE OF THE
RECENT HISTORY
BETWEEN UKRAINE
AND RUSSIA
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1945

End of Second World War.

1991

Ukraine declares
independence from
Soviet Union.

2014

Donbas
Region

Maidan Revolution ousts
Ukrainian President Yanukovych.
Russia invades Crimea.
Pro-Russian rebels
occupy the Donbas
region of Ukraine.

Crimea

2022

After months of amassing troops
and equipment on its border
with Ukraine, Russia invades.
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MONETARY POLICY:
THE IMPERFECT STORM

BEN PICKETT | INVESTMENT RESEARCH
War in Europe, tight labour markets, not remembering
your own salary, these waves are but a few in the storm
facing the central bank governors of today. Not long ago
the interest rate story seemed simple: the recovery was
underway, inflation was rising, and central banks were
beginning to tighten policy. The war in Ukraine has
intensified the issues, so is tightening still the obvious
path?
A growing sanctions regime and new legislation from the
Kremlin suggesting it is willing to weaponise commodities
have lain bare the vulnerability of western supply chains and
inflation. Aside from oil and gas, Russia boasts a meaningful
share of global industrial metals, producing 35% of the global
supply of palladium, 9.2% of nickel, and is the largest producer

of aluminium outside of China. These metals have widespread
uses in, to name a few, the production of batteries, medical
equipment, and cars.
Rising input costs are familiar to many having famously been
attributed to semiconductor shortages holding global supply
chains hostage, but it was widely believed that these shortages
were nearing their end. That belief was dispelled upon the
discovery that 90% of a critical material in chips, high-grade
neon, is produced in Ukraine using a gas-phase laser, the gas for
which is sourced from Russian steel manufacturers. The impact
on food markets, where Russia and Ukraine account for 25% of
global wheat exports, and the former and Belarus for nearly 40%
of potash production, a key ingredient in fertilisers, ensure the
coming belt tightening will be more than just figurative.
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3.2%

Those who blissfully ignore the news may view themselves as impervious to the
goings on in the wider world, yet they forget one simple truth – all bow before the
petrol pump. Since the shale boom, the US has become a net exporter of fossil
fuels to the world, and thus, in theory, harshening sanctions on Russian energy
should boost growth in the US economy, though with uneven effects on different
sectors. Reality unveils a different picture. With supply chain shortages being so
widespread, shale producers face stiff competition for resources, such as steel,
that would normally be redirected to increase drilling capacity, while shareholders
are enforcing capital discipline, wary of the profligate investment that used to
plague the industry. This is exemplified by Pioneer Natural Resources, which
is committed to returning 80% of its free cash flow to shareholders. This grim
truth is already showing itself in trade figures, where the combined trade deficit of
liquid natural gas and crude oil has widened from US$1bn this time last year to
US$5bn today.
The story for agriculture is more hopeful, though it is true that it could be
disrupted by a fall in yields from a shortage of fertilisers. The US has a small
trade surplus in agriculture, and disruptions to commodity supplies could create
American jobs since wheat is one of its largest exports. Meanwhile, a world
beating defence sector looks set to enjoy a renewed European commitment
to defence spending. The US economy appears strong on most measures:
an impressive package of fiscal stimulus is still taking effect, jobs growth is
continuing apace, and commercial banks have resilient balance sheets which are
being turned into a fast pace of credit growth. In this environment, it seems likely
the Federal Reserve will continue with its policy tightening programme.
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EUROPE
Europe is decidedly less insulated from soaring energy prices. It has long been a
net energy importer, importing 40% of its gas and a quarter of its oil from Russia,
and has limited production capacity to make up the difference. All else being
equal, rising energy prices resultantly deteriorate Europe’s current account (the
net value of trade in goods and services), which acts as a drag on growth. As oil is
a commodity with reaching uses, an increase in its price broadly increases input
costs, and its rapid price gains do not bode well for inflation, which tracks oil
prices.

EUROPE FACTS & FIGURES
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The EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) targets food security by
subsidising farmers with the intention of shielding production capacity from
volatile food prices. This has granted the bloc a steady agricultural base with
which to increase supply in times of shortage, and a sizeable surplus in the trade
of foodstuffs, meaning it stands to gain from gummed-up supply in international
food markets. Such supply shocks spell trouble for the continent’s fragile recovery,
however, raising the spectre of ‘stagflation’, or stagnant growth and high inflation,
while a rate rise could simply plunge Europe into recession.
A concern unique to the ECB is trying to balance inflation and growth while
staving off a sovereign debt and currency crisis. Upon adopting the Euro,
countries relinquished control of monetary policy to Brussels, which must set
rates in consideration of all its members – raising rates to tame German growth
and inflation, for example, could axe a tentative recovery in Spain. The rate
the ECB sets also determines the cost of borrowing for Euro adopters, and six
countries, including Italy, Spain and France, all have national debts over 100%
of GDP. Italy alone struggles with its debt burden and, when the prospect of an
economy as small as Greece defaulting nearly caused a collapse of the Euro, the
risks of debt troubles, or speculation of them, in one of the bloc’s larger economies
are self-evident. Though European inflation is on the rise, much of its root is
from the supply side which is not something higher rates can hope to solve save by
reversing a weak recovery, while monetary policy decisions are heavily politicised
from their impact on indebted member states.
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UK
For Britons, lower dependence on Russian energy is a point of pride, with the
government being able to commit to winding down oil imports, which consist
of 11% of the total, by the end of this year. Such a number appears manageable
by European standards but is made deceptive by British energy being heavily
integrated into international markets, which in reality makes its economy
susceptible to higher prices from reduced supply. A gas squeeze has already bitten
and looks set to continue with a 50% increase in the energy price cap due in April
and another large increase expected in October. Combining this with announced
hikes in national insurance, student debt repayments, and an annual inflation
rate of 5.5% in January, consumers are facing an unprecedented rise in the cost of
living and are saving in anticipation of hardship.

UKFACTS & FIGURES
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The British Chamber of Commerce has halved its UK growth forecast for the
year, expecting consumer spending to be one third lower than predicted, and
business investment to be weaker than previously thought. On the income side,
the 0.25% increase in interest rates already undertaken is projected to depress
incomes by 2%, and real wages shrunk in 2021. Sanctions are turning off the
taps not just for Russian oil, but money too, with the impact of reduced demand
for the financial, legal, PR, and hospitality services required by any budding
oligarch yet to be seen. In spite of these troubles, the Monetary Policy Committee
struck a hawkish tone when raising rates, with a significant plurality of members
advocating an interest rate of 0.75%. For good or ill, do not be surprised by
further rate rises.
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WHOLESALE GAS PRICES ARE SIX TIMES HIGHER THAN AT THE START OF 2021
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HAS RUSSIA INADVERTENTLY SPED
UP THE SHIFT TO RENEWABLES?
TARUN BINING | INVESTMENT EXECUTIVE

There is no sugar-coating the fact that Russia is the
globe’s leading energy exporter, which makes for a
complex situation following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine
and the use of political and economic sanctions.
In recent years, Europe has become dependent on importing
cheap Russian energy. Around 25% of Europe’s crude oil
imports and 40% of its natural gas imports come from Russia,
partly due to a natural gas production decline in Europe
and production limits in the Netherlands and the Black Sea.
Recent events have underlined the risk of this dependence
and opponents of Russia’s activities, particularly countries
of the West, are becoming more open to the idea of targeting
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Russian oil and gas exports for sanctions, even if it damages
their economies in the process. Germany has halted the final
approval of the Nord Stream 2, an £8.3bn, 745-mile pipeline
stretching across the Baltic Sea. The project was completed
in September 2021 and was awaiting necessary European
regulatory approval to officially permit its operator, Russian
state-owned Gazprom, to turn on the taps. Now, the future
of the pipeline is in question, even though it would have
supplied mainland Europe with additional cheap natural gas.
The situation may turn more dire, as Russia, in response to
becoming the most sanctioned nation in the world, is now
contemplating shutting off the Nord Stream 1 pipeline. This
would exacerbate problems in the energy market as last year
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alone the pipeline supplied 38% of gas imported into the EU.
Canada, which consumes a very small proportion of Russian
energy, has already blocked oil imports and its western allies,
such as the UK and US, have followed suit, with the potential
for more countries and companies looking to isolate Russia.
As of early 2022, Russia ranks second in the world in terms of
crude oil production, generating just under 11 million barrels
per day. They account for a large proportion of the petroleum
supply and, as further embargos are placed on Russia’s energy
exports, there is a threat of cost-push inflation pressures
pricing oil at all-time highs. So far, Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates, two large exporters of oil, have shown
little to no interest in ramping up their production to help
satisfy demand and suppress the supply issues, though they
could do so with little effort.

“The UK is still committed to
the longer-term play of renewable
energy. In the short term, we
may see an uptick in the use of
‘dirty’ energy, but only to cover
the shortfall in supply. In the
long term, policymakers are
certainly pushing for an increase in
renewable energy.”
The transition to green energy has been widely spoken about,
with renewable energy representing just under a quarter of
the energy consumed in the EU. Many nations are opting
into legally binding ‘net-zero’ commitments targeting 2045
or 2050. Information from the UN shows more than 130
countries have set or are considering setting a target of
reducing emissions to net-zero by 2050. Needless to say, a
key driver of accomplishing these goals is the widespread
adoption of renewable energy. Germany initially had a target
to reach a goal of 100% renewable electricity by 2040, but
it is now looking to move the date up by five years to 2035.
Currently, Germany buys around half its natural gas from
Russia and, due to geopolitical pressure and the closures of
its last two nuclear plants in early 2022, it is looking to make
a faster transition. Germany assumes it will spend around
€200bn by 2026, committing to its goal of 100% renewable
energy by 2035. An essential factor that will determine the
outlook for green energy is the desire by the leadership of
varying nations. Currently, EU policymakers in Brussels are
finalising a new plan to slash Russian gas supply by more than
two-thirds over the next nine months. This would combat the
reliance on Russian energy, posing less risk in terms of the
volatility relating to inflation and the energy markets and limit
geopolitical leverage as well as being cheaper in the long run.
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In the wake of the recent invasion of Ukraine, outspoken
CEO and well-known proponent of green energy Elon Musk
tweeted “…we need to increase oil & gas output immediately.
Extraordinary times demand extraordinary measures.
Obviously, this would negatively affect Tesla, but sustainable
energy solutions simply cannot react instantaneously to make
up for Russian oil and gas exports.” While it is easy to say
renewable energy is the cure to the energy problem, there is a
time-lag for new renewable energy as systems and equipment
cannot be installed immediately and there is only so much
wind to catch and sun to soak up by current renewable energy
infrastructure While prices of raw materials for solar panels
and wind turbines are rising, it is nowhere near as much as
the surge in the cost of fossil fuels, which may incentivise
policymakers to think long-term and hence pro-green energy.
For countries such as Denmark, a transition to renewable
energy is far simpler than it may be for other nations,
such as the UK. In Denmark’s case, more than half of its
electricity supply comes from renewables and the path to
100% renewables is far clearer than it is for the UK, which
is more reliant on fossil fuels, meaning a quicker and easier
fix is available to the British - switching to an alternative
supplier. Kwasi Kwarteng, the Secretary of State for Business,
Energy, and Industrial Strategy, has alluded to continuing to
source gas from the North Sea and introducing a new nuclear
power station, the first new plant in a generation. The UK is
still committed to the longer-term play of renewable energy.
In the short term, we may see an uptick in the use of ‘dirty’
energy, but only to cover the shortfall in supply. In the long
term, policymakers are certainly pushing for an increase in
renewable energy. One way to boost renewable infrastructure
developments would be to smooth out the process for
approving permits. Speeding up permits, mandating that
all new homes come with rooftop solar panels and ensuring
buildings that produce more energy than they use can sell it
back to the grid would be enough to prompt the installation
of as much as 45 gigawatts of solar this year, according to
estimates from BloombergNEF. A change like this could place
Europe six years ahead of schedule.
It would seem that Russia has accelerated the renewable energy
race, especially in Europe. Becoming more reliant on green
infrastructure is part of the solution to the risks associated with
energy supply would limit the volatility that is created by the
energy markets. Since renewable infrastructure cannot be used
as an instant source of energy - taking time to be permitted
and built, there is a shortfall that countries will need to plug
with alternate suppliers of fossil fuels. Nevertheless, this
conflict may accelerate the transition, as it makes economic,
environmental, and now political sense to do so.
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